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We introduce the orbital Stokes parameters as a linear combination of a beam’s second-order moments.
Similar to the ones describing the field polarization and associated with beam energy and its spin angular
momentum, the orbital Stokes parameters are related to the total beam width and its orbital angular mo-
mentum. We derive the transformation laws for these parameters during beam propagation through first-
order optical systems associated with phase-space rotations. The values of the orbital Stokes parameters for
Gaussian modes and arbitrary fields expressed as their linear superposition are obtained. © 2009 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: 080.5084, 080.2468, 070.2590, 070.2575, 080.2730, 140.3295.The growing applications of beams with orbital angu-
lar momentum (OAM) for light–matter interaction,
metrology, communication, etc., require the develop-
ment of methods to characterize such beams and to
manipulate their OAM. It has been proposed to use
an orbital Poincaré sphere to represent Gaussian
modes [1,2], analogous to the one used for the de-
scription of polarization. This approach has been gen-
eralized to quantized fields and partially coherent
beams [3]. Here we propose a simple way of mapping
a beam on the orbital Poincaré sphere, based on the
analysis of the beam’s second-order moments, which
can be measured easily, independent of the spatial co-
herence of the beam.
Optical scalar paraxial monochromatic beams are
often characterized by the ten central second-order
moments [4–6] of their Wigner distribution [7]. We
recall that the Wigner distribution Wr ,q of a par-
tially coherent optical signal with cross-spectral den-
sity function r1 ,r2 is defined as
Wr,q = 
−

r + 12r,r − 12rexp− i2qtrdr.
1
In the above expression r= x ,yt represents the
transversal space coordinates x and y in the form of a
column vector, and q= u ,vt is a similar representa-
tion of the spatial-frequency variables u and v. For
convenience, we use dimensionless space and spatial-
frequency variables r and q, normalized in the x ,y
directions to wx,y and wx,y
−1 , respectively. Moreover,
without loss of generality, we choose the origin of the
coordinate system such that it coincides with the cen-
ter of gravity of Wr ,q.
With E=−
 Wr ,qdrdq denoting the total energy
of the optical signal, the normalized second-order mo-
ments of the Wigner distribution are defined as [4]
M =
1
E  
 	rq
rt,qtWr,qdrdq, 2−
0146-9592/09/040410-3/$15.00 ©and constitute a positive-definite, real symmetric
44 moment matrix M,
M = 	Mrr MrqMrqt Mqq
 = 
mxx mxy mxu mxv
mxy myy myu myv
mxu myu muu muv
mxv myv muv mvv
 =Mt.
3
When an optical signal propagates through a loss-
less first-order optical system, its moments in the in-
put and output planes are related as [4] Mo=TMiTt,
where T is the real symplectic 44 ray transforma-
tion matrix, which relates the position vector ri and
direction vector qi of an incoming ray to the position
vector ro and direction vector qo of the outgoing one,
	roqo
 = T	riqi
 = 	A BC D
	riqi
 . 4
The two well-known independent invariants [4] for
general first-order optical systems are (i) detM and
(ii) the moment combination mxxmuu−mxu
2 
+ myymvv−myv
2 +2mxymuv−mxvmyu; the latter com-
bination is known as the beam quality parameter [5].
An orthogonal ray transformation matrix To
= To
−1t corresponds to rotations in phase space. The
orthogonality of the symplectic matrix To leads to the
additional relations A=D and B=−C, and the com-
bined properties of symplecticity and orthogonality
can be elegantly expressed by the unitarity of the
22 matrix U=A+ iB [8]: U−1= U*t=U†. We easily
verify that the input–output relation for a phase-
space rotator can be expressed in the form
ro − iqo =Uri − iqi, 5
which is a useful alternative for Eq. (4). Basic sys-
tems that perform a phase-space rotation are a rota-
tor R, a gyrator G, and a separable fractional
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matrices
Ur = 	 cos  sin − sin  cos 
, Ug = 	 cos  i sin i sin  cos  
 ,
Ufx,y = 	expix 00 expiy
 , 6
respectively. We remark that all these systems have
indeed a rotating character: the rotator performs a
rotation in the x ,y and u ,v planes, the gyrator in
the x ,v and y ,u planes, and the separable frac-
tional FT in the x ,u and y ,v planes (possibly with
different angles). A separable fractional FT can
be represented as a cascade of a symmetric and an
antisymmetric one, F , and F ,−. It has
been shown that it is the antisymmetric fraction-
al FT, the gyrator, and the rotator [with
detUf ,−=detUg=detUr=1] that describe
movements on the orbital Poincaré sphere [2,9].
Similar to the coherence matrix used for the de-
scription of polarization and the definition of the as-
sociated Stokes parameters, we introduce the Her-
mitian matrix
M =
1
E   r − iqr − iq†Wr,qdrdq
=Mrr +Mqq + iMrq −Mrq
t 
= 	Q0 + Q1 Q2 + iQ3Q2 − iQ3 Q0 − Q1 
 , 7
where the four real second-order moment combina-
tions
Q0 =
1
2 mxx + muu + myy + mvv, 8a
Q1 =
1
2 mxx + muu − myy + mvv, 8b
Q2 = mxy + muv, 8c
Q3 = mxv − myu 8d
correspond to the orbital Stokes parameters. The pa-
rameters Qj j=0,1,2,3 are the expectation values
of the Hermitian operators [8,10,11] associated with
the symmetric and antisymmetric fractional FT, the
gyrator, and the rotator, respectively. Moreover, the
matrix M resembles the one introduced in [3], which
is based on the operator approach.
Using Eq. (5), we get the similarity transformation
Mo =UMiU
† =UMiU
−1 9
for phase-space rotations, which results in the invari-
ance of the eigenvalues of the matrix M. The char-
acteristic equation with which the eigenvalues of M
can be determined readsdetM − 	I = 0 = 	2 − 2Q0	 + Q0
2 − Q2 = 	 − Q02 − Q2,
where we have introduced Q=Q12+Q22+Q32. The ei-
genvalues 	 are real and we can write 	1,2=Q0±Q.
Since the eigenvalues are invariant, we immediately
get that Q0 and Q are invariant; note that 2Q0, the
trace of M, is also the trace of M. From the invari-
ance of Q we conclude that the three-dimensional
vector Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3 lives on a sphere with radius Q,
i.e., the Poincaré sphere. In the special case that the
phase-space rotator is a symmetric fractional FT,
with diagonal matrix U=expiI, the matrix M it-
self is invariant, and so is the complete vector
Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3.
A phase-space rotator may change only the position
of the vector Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3 on the Poincaré sphere, but
does not change the invariants Q0 and Q. Moreover,
from Eq. (9), we easily derive that for a separable
fractional FT Fx ,y, Q1 is an invariant and Q2
+ iQ3 undergoes a (counterclockwise) rotator-type
transformation:
Q2 + iQ3o = expix − yQ2 + iQ3i. 10
Similar properties hold for a gyrator G, for which
Q2 is an invariant and Q3+ iQ1o=expi2Q3
+ iQ1i, and for a rotator R−, for which Q3 is an in-
variant and Q1+ iQ2o=expi2Q1+ iQ2i.
To represent an optical signal on the orbital
Poincaré sphere, we first need to calculate its
Stokes parameters. With Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3=Qsin 
 cos  ,
sin 
 sin  , cos 
, a point on this sphere (with radius
Q) can be described by the spherical coordinates 

 0, and  − ,, where the angles 
 and  in-
dicate the colatitude of a parallel and the longitude of
a meridian on the sphere, respectively. A rotation
through a positive angle  along the equator, i.e., in
the Q1 ,Q2 plane for which 
=
1
2, corresponds to a
counterclockwise rotation of the signal produced by a
rotator R− with −2=. A movement in the
Q2 ,Q3 plane (with = ±
1
2) corresponds to an anti-
symmetric fractional FT F ,− with 2= 12−
,
while a rotation in the Q3 ,Q1 plane, i.e., along the
main meridian (with =0,), is described by a gyra-
tor G with 2=
.
Regarding the physical meaning of the orbital
Stokes parameters, we conclude that Q0 character-
izes the entire signal width, Q3 defines the longitudi-
nal component of the OAM of a paraxial beam, and Q
describes the vorticity (asymmetry) of the beam.
Thus Q measures the capacity of the beam to carry a
longitudinal OAM component: if Q3=0 but Q0, the
beam can be transformed by an appropriate phase-
space rotator to another one with Q3=Q.
Let us consider the components Qj of some com-
monly used beams. It is well known that for the
Hermite–Gaussian modes Hm,nr=HmxHny,
where (in properly normalized coordinates) Hnx
=21/42nn!−1/2Hn2xexp−x2 and Hn· denote
the Hermite polynomials, only the second-order mo-
ments that appear on the main diagonal are nonvan-
1 1ishing: mxx=muu=m+ 2 and myy=mvv=n+ 2. This
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= m−n; in particular, for a symmetric mode Hn,n
(with m=n) we have Q=Q1=Q2=Q3=0. We recall
that Hm,n is an eigenfunction of the separable frac-
tional FT F+ ,− with eigenvalue
exp−iQ0+Q1; therefore, the Stokes parameters
define the Gouy phase—in particular its dynamic and
geometric parts—accumulated by coherent Gaussian
beams [12].
If we apply a general phase-space rotator with ray
transformation matrix To, say, to the Hermite–
Gaussian mode Hm,n, another structurally stable
mode Hm,nTo arises [9]. This mode is actually an eigen-
function of the phase-space rotator with ray transfor-
mation matrix ToTf+ ,−To
−1; its eigenvalue
reads exp−iQ0+Q1, again, and is defined by the
Qj components of the generator mode Hm,n. Applying,
in particular, a gyrator G /4 to the Hermite–
Gaussian mode Hm,nr, leads to the Laguerre–
Gaussian mode
Lp±lr, = 21/2	 minm,n!maxm,n!
1/22rm−n
 exp±im − nLminm,n
m−n 2r2
exp− r2, 11
where x=r cos  and y=r sin , where p and l are re-
lated to m and n through p=minm ,n and l=m−n,
and where Lp
l· denote the generalized Laguerre
polynomials. In this case, Q0=m+n+1 and Q2=0
keep their values, and we get Q1=0 and Q3= ± m
−n. Note that the Laguerre–Gaussian beam is an
eigenfunction of the symmetric fractional FT F ,u
and the rotator R, with eigenvalues exp−iQ0
and exp−iQ3, respectively.
Let us consider a coherent signal fx ,y repre-
sented as a superposition of Hermite–Gaussian
modes, which constitute a complete orthonormal set,
fx,y = 
m,n=0

am,nHm,nx,y, 
m,n=0

am,n2 = 1. 12
From the formulas [13] for the second-order moments
of fx ,y, expressed in terms of m, n, and am,n, we
obtain the expressions for the orbital Stokes param-
eters
Q0 = 
m,n=0

am,n2m + n + 1, 13
Q1 = 
m,n=0

am,n2m − n, 14
Q2 + iQ3 = 2 
m,n=0

am,n+1am+1,n
* m + 1n + 1. 15
We observe that Q2=Q3=0 if in the signal decompo-
sition, Eq. (12), for each m and n at least one of the
modes H and H vanishes; this is, in particu-m,n+1 m+1,nlar, the case for the superposition n=0
 annHn,n, for
which, moreover, Q1=0. Furthermore, for a real sig-
nal we have Q3=0. Note that the invariants Q0 and Q
reach their minimum values Q0=1 and Q=0 for the
fundamental Gaussian mode H0,0.
In many image processing tasks, as, for example,
in rotationally invariant pattern recognition, an im-
age decomposition in circular harmonics is used [14].
The two-dimensional signal, represented in polar co-
ordinates, is thus expressed as fr ,=l=−
 flr
expil. We now write flr=p=0
 bl,pLplr ,0. If the
circular harmonic flrexpil forms the input
of the gyrator G /4, the signal at the output
consists of a sum of Hermite–Gaussian modes
Hm,nr cos  ,r sin , where the summation is over
all modes with m−n= l. We readily see from Eqs. (14)
and (15) that Q1= lm−n=lam,n2 and Q2=Q3=0. For
the circular harmonic flrexpil itself, we have
Q1=Q2=0 and Q3= lm−n=lam,n2, similar to a single
Laguerre–Gaussian mode Lp±lr ,.
We have introduced the orbital Stokes parameters
as linear combinations of the normalized second-
order moments. The invariants and the rotation-type
relations of these parameters under phase-space ro-
tations have been found. The orbital Stokes param-
eters permit one to characterize the spatial structure
of a light beam and its capacity to carry orbital angu-
lar momentum, they allow one to map the beam on
the Poincaré sphere, and they are useful for the de-
termination of the Gouy phase accumulated during
the propagation of Gaussian modes through first-
order optical systems. They describe coherent as well
as partially coherent light, and they can be measured
easily.
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